
Remote security for anyone,  
anywhere in the world. 

ProDefense™ XDR



infinite scalability

Introducing  
ProDefense™ 
XDR, for  
today’s virtual 
workplace.  

• A robust Windows PC deployment and  
 Extended Detection and Response (XDR) solution 

• Provides infinite scalability, control, visibility  
 and compliance for a variety of use cases

• All cloud-based platform delivers security  
 anywhere in the world

• Provides configuration control, threat blocking,   
 threat detection, URL/content control,  
 and continuous monitoring

Does ProDefense XDR make 
sense for your business?

What is ProDefense XDR?

What this means for your business:

Whether your employees work on-site, remotely  
or a combination of both, the answer is yes.   
ProDefense XDR delivers quick security and  
compliance that broadens your ability to make  
work from anywhere work for your business. 

• You can safely expand your talent pool outside your  
 geographic area

• Frees up your IT staff to focus on strategy and the  
 day-to-day demands of the business

• Productivity never suffers because an employee can  
 be up and running in as little as twenty minutes on a new,  
 secure system

• End users never have to connect through a VPN

 



FEATURES FEATURESPLANS PLANS

Next Generation AI-based  
antivirus and Endpoint Detection 
and Response (EDR), ransomware 
rollback, forensic investigation, 
and threat intelligence

Persistent foothold detection  
and eradication

Logging and monitoring with  
File Integrity Monitoring,  
malware and web shell detection, 
user behavior analytics, and  
basic forensic analysis

Windows 10 Enterprise for the  
most advanced security features

Provision-from-anywhere  
deployments (no more “gold loads”)

Touchless deployments

Configuration compliance  
with any security standard

Configuration compliance  
enforcement

Application deployment and  
corporate app store

User Account Management  
in Microsoft Azure Active  
Directory or hybrid Active  
Directory deployment

Cloud Application Security

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

Patch Management

Vulnerability Identification  
and Management

Multifactor Authentication

URL and Content Filtering

Office 365 Add-on Available

iOS and Android Mobile  
Device Management (MDM)  
Add-on Available

Advanced Artificial Intelligence 
Driven Email Security

Security Awareness  
& Training Program

ProDefense™ 
XDR Plans

BASIC

ADVANCED

ULTIMATE

Assura provides innovative cybersecurity advisory and managed services to clients  
in the government, healthcare, banking, manufacturing, and transportation sectors.  
Our unique capabilities include tying together risk-based cybersecurity with  
sustainable compliance and developing inventive technical solutions for our clients.  
© Assura Inc. All rights reserved. Learn more at www.Assurainc.com.

Assura’s Popular Services:
Fractional CISO, Risk Assessment, Penetration Testing,  
Security Monitoring and Response, Audit Defense,  
Extended Detection and Response, Cyber Emergency,  
Security Awareness and Training, Multifactor Authentication, 
Continuity Planning, GRC, Disaster Recovery


